CUBAN REPORTS JAPANESE DEMONSTRATION ON KENNEDY'S ASSASSINATION

EXEMPT

29 Nov 63
Very Urgent

The police department informed us that a group of ultra rightists were organizing a meeting and demonstration to deliver a so-called "Note of Protest" to Cuba accusing the Cuban Revolution of instigating the assassination of KENNEDY.

They likewise placed [8 val armored cars] to prevent attack and a police guard at the residence and the chancery.

We stated that we would not permit entrance to the
GROUP 1
EXEMPT
EXCLUDED FROM AUTOMATIC
DOWNGRADING AND DECLASSIFICATION
since Cuba estimates, and it is so evident, that the assassination was perpetrated by ultrarightist and reactionary intellectuals. This was transmitted by telephone to the EXEMPT of the Japanese EXEMPT.

The demonstration has dispersed now with a possibility of returning, since they want to deliver the note in any case.

We are keeping posted and will inform you of events. ((A))

Our country or death.

((A)) See 0/27987-63.

((A)) See 2X/0 T2608-63.